Regain lost time and improve patient care with accurate, reliable, and affordable pharmacy solutions from RxMedic.

Testimonials

“Automation, such as the RxMedic ADS, allows the pharmacist to do what they’ve really been trained to do, which is to be engaged in patient care management. You don’t really have to go to school to put pills in the bottle. You go to school to know exactly what the pills in the bottle are going to do to achieve a health outcome.”

— Kevin B. Sneed, Pharm. D., Senior Associate Vice President, University of South Florida College of Pharmacy

“I can see from the numbers how I’m getting my investment covered, but just as important, I can also see how we have more time for critical clinical activities like MTM and our med sync adherence program. I knew there’d be these soft benefits beforehand, but they’ve really exceeded my expectations.”

— Dave Latz, R.Ph., Rhoads Pharmacy & Gift Shop, Hummelstown, PA

Additional Product Lines

Offering automation from a tabletop unit up to a fully automated 256 cell dispensing robot, RxMedic has an affordable solution for every pharmacy.

■ Automated Counting System — ACS
  Scalable counting solution from 24 to 96 cells that simultaneously counts multiple prescriptions.

■ Automated Dispensing System — RM64
  Compact 64 cell robot with the fastest dispensing rate on the market at five prescriptions a minute.

■ Automated Dispensing System — ADS
  Fully automated 256 cell robot with completed capped prescriptions collected in a 200+ finished script collation area.

■ Automated Dispensing System — RM200
  Automate up to 65% of your daily oral solid volume, filling up to two prescriptions a minute.

■ Affordable Will Call Solution — ARS
  Light will call bags on demand for efficient prescription retrieval.

■ Visual Counting System — Eyecon®
  RxMedic proudly sells the Eyecon® tabletop counter that counts pills at a rate of 200ms.

Wholesaler Order Numbers

For more information, call RxMedic at (800) 882-3819 or email us at sales@rxmedic.com.